Let {Tt} be a strongly continuous one-parameter group of isometries in fir (1 < p < °°, p & 2) with unbounded generator. There is a uniquely determined one-parameter group {<t>t}, (ER, of Möbius transformations of the (open) disc D corresponding to {Tf} by way of Forelli's theorem.
0. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to investigate strongly continuous one-parameter groups of isometries (and their generators) in the spaces If (of the disc), 1 < p < °°. Such groups were studied in [1] , where basic facts were developed. The following is of central importance to our subject [4, Theorem 2] . Hp.
In §2 we take up the relationship between groups of //P-isometries and one-parameter groups of Möbius transformations of D (= {z G C: |z| < 1}). A one-parameter group of Möbius transformations of the disc is a homomorphism t I-► 4>t of the additive group of R into the group M (under composition) of all univalent analytic mappings of D onto D such that, for each z0 G D, <pt(z0) is a continuous function of t and, for some u G R, <pu is not the identity map.
One-parameter groups of Möbius transformations of D are closely associated with polynomials of a certain type, and this association is developed in § 1 (see Theorem (1.5)). §1 also deals with the classification of such groups, as well as their extensions to groups of linear fractional transformations (see Theorem (1.10)).
In § §3 and 4 we consider the generators of one-parameter groups of Hpisometries, and present a fairly comprehensive treatment of the spectral properties of such a generator.
Throughout what follows, we shall denote the unit circle {z G C: |z| = 1} by C, the extended complex plane by Ce, and the composition of two mappings / and g by / ° g. We usually deal with HP(D). When, on occasion, we pass to the boundary C, this fact will be made clear by the context.
We remark that for 1 <p < °°, p ¥= 2, it is known [1, Theorem (2.8)] that the one-parameter groups of //p-isometries continuous in the uniform operator topology are precisely the trivial groups of the form {el(3f/}, t G R, where / is the identity operator, and ß is a real constant.
1. One-parameter groups of Möbius transformations of the disc and their extensions. Let {<pt}, t G R, be a one-parameter group of Möbius transformations of D. It will sometimes be convenient to write <p(t, z) in place of </>t(z) (for t G R, z G C). In this notation, the partial derivative at (r, zQ) of <p( ■ , • ) with respect to t (resp., with respect to z) will be denoted by <px(r, z0) (resp., <p2(r, z0)), provided it exists. As observed in [1, §1] , <¡>x(r, z0) and <¡>2(r, z0) exist provided z0 is not a pole of the Möbius transformation <¡>r( ■ ). The following fact will be basic to our considerations [1, Proposition (1.5)] :
(1.1) Scholium. The set S of common fixed points in Ce of the functions (pt, t G R, must be one of the following: (i) a doubleton set consisting of a point t in D and of t~ ' (the latter taken to be °° if r = 0), (ii) a singleton subset of C, or (iii) a doubleton subset of C. If u GR and 0U( • ) is not the identity map, then S coincides with the set of all fixed points in Ce of 0"( • ).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use As in [1] , {<pt} will be said to be of type (i), (ii), or (iii) according as (i), (ii), or (iii) of the mutually exclusive descriptions for S in (1.1) holds. A further basic fact from [1, (1.6 ) and (1.7)] is that 0,(0, z) is a nonzero polynomial in z of degree one or two whose set of zeros is S O C. We denote 0j(O, • ) by q( • ) and call it the invariance polynomial of {0f}, t G R.
We shall now characterize one-parameter groups of Möbius transformations of D by a suitable type of initial-value problem. For such a group {<pt}, |0(f, z)|2 = 1 for f G R, z E C. If we partially differentiate this identity with respect to f and then set f = 0, we get (1.2) ReÑ(z)] =0 for all z in C Let I be the set of all nonzero polynomials / of degree at most 2 such that Re[z/(z)] = 0 for all unimodular z. A simple calculation based on the definition and the linear independence on C of the functions z, 1, and z shows that I consists of all polynomials / of the form f(z) = .4z2 + iBz -A, where A is a complex constant, £ is a real constant, and \A\2 + £2 > 0. Next we observe that for the group {0f} we have for all s, t E R and z ED, 0(s + t, z) = 0(s, 0(f, z)). Partial differentiation with respect to s, followed by setting s = 0, gives <px(t, z) = q(<K.t, z)) for f G R, z ED.
Conversely, let p0 G I, let / be an interval of R containing 0, and consider the initial-value problem on / x D (1. 3) 90(f, z)ldt = p0(Wt, z)), >K0, z) = z.
Regarding (1.3) as an ordinary differential equation for each fixed z ED, we get from a standard uniqueness theorem that (1.3) has at most one solution for 0 on / x D, and the Picard method of successive approximations shows that there is a S > 0 such that (1.3) has a solution on [-8, 8] x D which is the uniform limit on [- §,5] x D of a sequence of polynomials in f and z. Moreover, if a > 0, and 0 is a solution of (1. A standard Gronwall type argument allows us to conclude from this fact that, for fG[-a, a], |0(f, z)|<l (resp., |0(f, z)| = l) for zED (resp., for |z| = 1).
It is easy to see with the aid of this boundedness conclusion that (1.3) has a unique solution 0 on R x D. As usual, for r G R we write 0f for the function (¡>(t, • ) on D. In particular each <pt maps D into D and C into C. Since the equation in (1.3) is autonomous, we get that <pt+s(z) = 0f(0s(z)) for t, s G R, z G D. Our earlier observation concerning the Picard method assures us of an interval [-5,6] such that, for each t in [-6,6] , <¡>t is continuous on D and analytic on D. It is now clear that, for t G [-S, ô], <j>t is a oneto-one analytic map of D onto D and must be a Möbius transformation of the disc. Since (pu+v = (pu ° 0" for all m, v G R, it follows easily that <¡>u is a Möbius transformation of the disc for each u G R. Moreover, it is immediate from (1.3) that p0 is the invariance polynomial of the one-parameter group {0f} of Möbius transformations of the disc. We have established:
(1.5) Theorem. The correspondence which assigns to each one-parameter group of Möbius transformations of the disc its invariance polynomial is a oneto-one map of the set of all such groups onto 1. The inverse of this map assigns to each p0G 1 the unique solution on R x D of the initial-value problem H(t, z)ßt = p0(xP(t, z)), x¡,(0, z) = z.
The next theorem makes explicit the correspondence of Theorem (1.5). Some additional notation will be helpful. Let R0 (resp., V) denote the set of nonzero (resp., positive) real numbers. Let Sj (resp., S2) be the Cartesian product R0 x D (resp., R0 x C). Let S3 be the set of all ordered triples (c, a, ß) such that c G V, aGC,ßGC, a¥=ß. Let Q (resp., G2, G3) be the set of all one-parameter groups of Möbius transformations of the disc of type (i) (resp., type (ii), type (iii)). For tGD, let yT be the Möbius transformation of the disc given by 7T(z) = (z -r)/(rz -1). (Note that yT is its own inverse map.) For (a, ß) G C x C with a =t ß, let aaß be the linear fractional transformation given by oaß(z) = (z -a)l(z -ß).
(1.6) Theorem, (i) To each ordered pair (c, t) in Sx there corresponds a group {0,} belonging to Gy given by (1.7) 0f(z) = yT(elctyT(z)) for tGR, z G D.
This correspondence is a one-to-one map of S y onto Gx. If {(pt}GGx has the unique representation (1.7), then its invariance polynomial is icz (resp., íct(\t\2 -\yl(z -tXz -1/r)) if t = 0 (resp., r * 0).
(ii) To each ordered pair (c, a) in S2 there corresponds a group {0,} belonging to G2 given by 0-8) m{l~JCTn^ fort ER, zED.
-icatz + (+ icf)
This correspondence is a one-to-one map of S2 onto G2. If {0f} G G2 has the unique representation (1.8), then its invariance polynomial is ica(z -a)2.
(iii) To each ordered triple (c, a, ß) in S3 there corresponds a group {<pt} belonging to G3 given by
This correspondence is a one-to-one map of S3 onto G3. If {0f} G G3 has the unique representation (1.9), then its invariance polynomial is (c/(a-ß))(z-a)(z-ß).
Proof. We begin with (iii). Let (c, a, ß) E S3. Note that aa ß(D) is the half-plane H (including the point at °°) given by Re[(l -aß)z] < 0. Thus if we define 0f by (1.9), then 0f is a linear fractional transformation with 4>t(D) = (oaß)~1(H) = D. Clearly {0f}, f G R, is a one-parameter group of Möbius transformations of the disc having a and ß as common fixed points. Conversely, let {0,} be of type (iii) with distinct common fixed points aje C. It follows from elementary facts about linear fractional transformations [7, p. 323 ] that for each f G R there is a unique nonzero complex constant Kt such that aa;(3(0f(z)) = Ktoafi(z). Moreover, Kt+S = KtKs for all f, s G R. Since 0f(z) is continuous in t for each z ED, Kt is a continuous function of f. If H is the half-plane mentioned above, then for each f G R, H = KJI, which implies Kt > 0. It is now clear that there is a real number X such that Kt = eXt for all f G R. Since {0f} is not a constant function of f, A # 0. By taking reciprocals, if necessary, on both sides of the equation we conclude that {0f} corresponds to an ordered triple in S3. If (cx,ax,ßx) and (c2,a2,ß2) belong to S3 and define the same group {0f} by (1.9), then it is obvious from (1.9) that the set of common fixed points of {0f}, f G R, coincides with each of the sets {ax,ßx} and {a2,ß2}. If ax -ß2 and j3j=a2, then it follows readily that e_c2f = ecif for all t G R, which gives the conclusion -c2 = cx. But cx > 0 and c2 > 0. Thus ax = a2 and ßx -ß2, whence cx=c2.
To compute the invariance polynomial of {<j)t} in (1.9), we first differentiate with respect to f on both sides of the equation VA2)) = eCt°a,ßiz) t0 §et o'a<ßi<Pit, z)) 30(f, z)/3f = cectaa<ß(z).
Dividing the latter equation by the former gives
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By direct calculation, aa öOO 1
and the desired conclusion follows. The proof of (i) (except for the trivial parts when r = 0) is entirely analogous to that of (iii) (using r and r~1 in place of a and ß). Also, (i) has been tabulated in [1, Theorem (1.10) and Corollary (1.13)], and we omit the details of its proof. It remains to establish (ii). Obviously the invariance polynomials of the groups of type (ii) are precisely the polynomials belonging to I with a double root belonging to C. The latter are, in turn, precisely the polynomials of the form q(z) = icä(z -a)2 for c real and nonzero and a G C. The proof of (ii) is now easily completed by explicitly solving, for such a polynomial q, the initial-value problem of Theorem (1.5), thereby obtaining the corresponding group, {0f}, f£R. The solution guaranteed by Theorem (1.5) can be found on Rxfl by separation of variables. In the next section we shall be concerned with extending, whenever possible, a one-parameter group of isometries of Hp to a semigroup (defined on a halfplane) of operators on H9. In preparation for this we now take up the related problem of extending a one-parameter group of Möbius transformations of the disc to a planar group of linear fractional transformations in the following sense.
Definition. A planar group {Lw}, wGC, of linear fractional transformations is a homomorphism w x-► Lw of the additive group of C into the group (under composition) of all linear fractional transformations such that, for each z G C, w -► Lw(z) is a continuous mapping of C into Ce, for some w Lw is not the identity map, and, for each z G C, dLw(z)/dw\w=0 exists. The planar group {Lw}, w G C, is said to extend a one-parameter group {0f}, t G R, of Möbius transformations of the disc provided Lt = 0f for t G R.
(1.10) Theorem.
Every one-parameter group {<pt} of Möbius transformations of the disc can be uniquely extended to a planar group {$",}, w G C, of linear fractional transformations. In fact:
(i) // {0f} is of type (i) with the representation (1.7), then {<&w}, wG C, has the form License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
(ii) // {0f} is of type (ii) with the representation (I.S), then {$w}, w G C, nas fne /owi (1.12) ^(z) = (1.--/CW)f^CWtt .
-icawz + 1 + icw (iii) If {0f} is of type (iii) w/fn fne representation (1.9), f/ien i^}, w G C, has the form Proof. One verifies readily that the middle and right-hand members in each of (1.11) and (1.13) are equal, and that (1.12) defines a planar group {i>w}, w E C, which obviously extends the group {0f} in (ii). It is obvious that (1.11) (resp., (1.13)) defines a planar group extending the group {0f} in (i) (resp., (iii)). To prove uniqueness, let {0f} be a one-parameter group of Möbius transformations of D with invariance polynomial q, and let {^"J be a planar group of linear fractional transformations extending {0f}. It follows from definitions that if (w0, z0) G C x C and zQ is not a pole of <&w , then d^wizo)ldw\w=w0 exists and equals q(Vw (z0)). Thus if v0 E R and z0 is not a pole of *, , then d^iv(z0)/dv\v=v = iq(Viv (z0)). The Picard method and a standard uniqueness theorem show that there is a ô > 0 such that for each z ED, the initial value problem dy/dv = iqiy), y(0) = z, has a unique solution on every subinterval containing 0 of [-5,6] (S is independent of z G D). The desired uniqueness of extension now follows readily.
Remarks.
(1) The uniqueness of the representation for {$w} in (1.11) (resp., (1.12), (1.13)) follows from the uniqueness of the representation for {0f} in (1.7) (resp., (1.8), (1.9)). 12) . For convenience, put the subscript zero on the constant c in (1.12) so that the real constant is now denoted by the symbol c0. For arbitrary t in D, w G C, let <I>^ be the linear fractional transformation in (1.11) with c = c0(|t|2 -1). Let (8mn(w)) be the 2x2 matrix corresponding to the representation for <ï>w in (1.12), and let (6^(w)) be the matrix corresponding to the representation for <I>^ on the far right of (1.11). It is easy to see from the power series expansion for the exponential function that, uniformly on bounded subsets of the w-plane, we have, as t ->a, If we simplify (1.16), divide by (1 -|r|2), and let t -► a, we get If l<p<°°, and {Tt} is a one-parameter group of Hp-isometries of type (x) or (ii), with associated conformai group {0f}, then {Tt} can be uniquely extended to a semigroup of bounded operators on Hp, {Tw}, wGH$, suchthat {Tw} is continuous on Hq in the strong operator topology and holomorphic on the interior of H$-// cj is the logarithmic index of {Tt}, then {Tw} is given by:
Moreover, IITwII < e~wlmw for all wGH9.
Proof. Uniqueness follows from the observation that, by the Schwarz reflection principle, a continuous complex-valued function on f/^ analytic on the interior of H$ and vanishing on the real axis must vanish identically. For each we(f4 it follows by a result of Gabriel [5, p. 117 ] that the right-hand side of (2.5) with the factor e'ww deleted defines a linear transformation Sw of Hp into Hp such that IISjl < 1. With the aid of (1.21) it is now clear License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use that (2.5) defines a semigroup of bounded operators {Tw}, w E f/<j>, which extends {Tt}, t E R. To complete the proof it suffices to show that for each fElP, and each continuous linear functional G on IP, G(Swf) is, as a function of w, continuous on H® and analytic on the interior of H$. If p > 1, then the evaluation functionals at points of D span a norm-dense linear manifold in the dual space of Hp, and, since {Sw} is uniformly bounded, it is enough to observe that if G is evaluation at a point of D, then G(Swf) has the desired properties. If p = 1, the proof reduces to the case where / is a polynomial, and is then easily completed by passage to the boundary.
Definition. If {0f} G G and 1 < p < °°, we shall denote Mp(0, {0f}) by {T^f'^}, or, when there is no danger of confusion, by {Ty'}. Further, we denote the invariance polynomial of {0f} by q^, and we define a closed linear operator Qf"**', with both domain and range in IP, as follows: its domain fl((2f'*>) is {/G£/p: <¡r0/'G#p}, and
In a context where p is fixed, we shall write Qf*' instead of Qfp,*\ (2.7) Theorem. // {0,} G G and Kp<°°, then the infinitesimal generator of {if-^} is Qf"'*>. Proof. In all cases we have A(Q^) C (R by virtue of Theorem (2.7). Assertion (i) is contained in [1, Theorem (3.1)], and is listed above for comparison with (ii) and (iii). If {<pt} is of type (ii) or (iii), and X G R, then, just as in the proof of Theorem (2.7), an argument based on (2.8) (with r¡ = zX in this instance) shows that iX -Qf0* is one-to-one.
Next, let {0f} be of type (iii), with the representation (1.9). Let X G R, and for each wGC with Re(w)>-l/p, let fw be defined on D by fw(z) = (z-a)w. Then fw(z) = w(z -a)~ 1/w(z), and we have that fw G %<£>>).
" JZTa (w + f)(z -«/wW -c(w -w0Yw(z), where w0«--+ ~. is dense in Hp, and is a subset of the range of (icX -Q^p'0*).
Proof. We note that in the above contour integral, we are multiplying g by the function F appearing in ( The following lemma will be useful in studying the type (ii) case. is dense in HP, and is a subset of the range of (icX -Qfp,<^).
Proof. Let W be the set in the statement of the theorem, and observe that in the (absolutely convergent) contour integral used to define M, g is multiplied by the function F appearing in (2.8) (for r¡ = icX). For any g G ,V, g(zXz-a)2((1/p)_1) is in H°°(D). Define G on D by G(z) = P g(%)F(ï) d% + rag(Í)F(Í) di (by assumption on g, the latter integral is the same along either semicircle from a to -a). By Lemma (4.2), License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
